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Abstract 
The word “clusters” in scientific terminology as aggregated molecules or atoms appeared in che-
mistry relatively recently. The terms clusters have been used intensively since the discovery of 
fullerenes. The term cluster is not a new one for other branches of science such as astrophys-
ics-star cluster, globular cluster, galaxy cluster, in biology and medicine-cancer cluster, genetic 
cluster, or in computing-data cluster. Adducts in chemistry were known significantly earlier. Both 
clusters and adducts are assemblies of atoms or molecules that are held together by weak van der 
Waals or London dispersion forces. Clusters are homogeneous and usually consist of one sort of 
atom or molecule. Clusters can also be a host for other types of atoms or molecules. Adducts 
usually consist of two different types of molecules, one of which is the host molecule. Both clusters 
and adducts are well defined by IUPAC. The present short review describes some important phe-
nomena of these intriguing associations, which have interest for chemical extraction, separation, 
analysis, and for nature in general. 
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1. Introduction 
Clusters in Sub- and Supercritical Fluids 
William C. Swope et al., already in 1982 described in paper A computer simulation method for the calculation of 
equilibrium constants for the formation of physical clusters of molecules: Application to small water clusters [1] 
the calculation method which is based on Hill’s formal theory for the formation of clusters of two to five water 
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molecules. In new book Discovering the Cluster World published by B. Sedunov [2], he shows how precise 
electronic databases may be used to discover unknown properties of equilibrium clusters. He describes original 
methods to extract the hidden knowledge from precise experimental data. 

This knowledge can be useful for optimizing High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Supercriti-
cal Fluid Chromatography (SFC), Supercritical Fluid Extraction (SFE) and all kind of extractions by liquids in 
which clusters are present. The mass-transference between liquid and stationary phase under chromatograph 
process plays a crucial role in compactness of chromatography bonds, separation power, speed of analysis, mi-
nimal detection concentration and several other important parameters. Acceptance in chromatography of the ex-
istence of clusters in the system as liquid phase-clusters in the liquid phase and a liquid phase of bonded phase- 
clusters, has led to the mass-transfer process looking more complicated than when it was traditionally accepted 
as mass transfer between the liquid and stationary phases (solid/bonded phase). There is the third factor which 
can take place in the equation—it is clusters. Solubility of analyte in clusters is different from this in liquid. The 
solubility of analyte in presence of clusters in mobile phase is different from solubility of analyte in liquid mo-
bile phase if clusters were absent in liquid. In liquid mobile phase can be present several types of clusters as 1D, 
2D and 3D. The clusters can be from bimolecular to multi-molecular aggregates. Under isocratic elution it has 
been expected stable situation for clusters, because the concentration of analyte in mobile phase is minimal, sta-
ble under process and all parameters in the process are stable. However, under gradient elution the situation for 
clusters depends dynamically from changes of elution’s parameters. Instead of binary situation which is an iso-
cratic elution when mass-transference between liquid and stationary phase was dominated for theoretical de-
scription of chromatographic separation process, the triple phases (mass-transference between liquid phase- 
clusters, stationary phase-clusters and cluster phase-analyte) should be taken in account. By gradient elution the 
situation is more complex because of dynamic factors in process. It is difficult to calculate theoretically at the 
present time by the present knowledge; we possess the real mass-transference because we do not know the solu-
bility of analyte in the clusters, concentration and type of clusters in mobile phase. Approximations are not good 
enough in some cases. 

A long time ago, it was discovered that liquid water consists of liquid phase and clusters of (H2O)2 or (H2O)n 
molecules [3]-[6]. A fullerene-like cluster for water, (H2O)28 has been predicted. There exists water molecule 
monster icosahedral network [7]. The existence of 280 molecules icosahedral structure with 20, 60, 100 and 280 
shells which is 3 nm in diameter was confirmed. The shells show the increased stability by addition of each shell 
[8]. The reviews about the water molecule clusters are presented in [9] [10]. The particle size usually used by 
stationary phase in column for HPLC and SFC vary from 5 µ to 3 µ and the pore diameter in particles of statio-
nary phase vary from 300 Å to 120 Å. One µ is a one micron, in the SI system derived unit of length equaling 1 
× 10−6 of a meter. One angstroms Å is equaling 1 × 10−10 of a meter. One nanometer equals ten angstroms. It 
means that icosahedral cluster with 280 shells which is 3 nm in diameter (which is 30 Å in diameter) can freely 
enter the pores in stationary (or bonded phase), interact with analyte molecules and leave the pores of stationary 
phase to the liquid phase or (vice versa) and after this exchange by mass transport between the clusters and liq-
uid or between the cluster with clathrated analyte molecule and stationary phase. Situation with presence of 
host-guest complexes and inclusion compounds have been described in [11]. Clusters in mobile phase and in 
pores of stationary phase can have significant influence on chromatography process by overall mass transference 
process. The host-guest complexes and inclusion compounds can be stable and were used for isolation of pure 
substances [12]. Chromatography or extraction process will strong depend on partition coefficient of analyte for 
the systems: liquid-analyte clathrate in cluster and stationary phase-analyte clathrate in cluster. The same situa-
tion as in water is correct also for organic liquids, water-organic mixtures, ionic-, sub- and supercritical fluid 
phases and even in dense gases. Water as a pure liquid phase with addition of low concentration of inorganic 
ions was nearly neglected in HPLC or very seldom used. Besides of ion exchange chromatography or electro-
phoresis it is difficult to find references to use of water as a pure liquid phase for HPLC. However, the success-
ful use of water as liquid phase by HPLC was demonstrated in [13]-[16]. 

2. The Role of Clusters in Chromatography 
The knowledge about situation in clusters as host-guest complexes and analyte inclusion compounds with clus-
ters is important for optimization of HPLC, SFC and all kind of extractions with fluids in normal stage and su-
percritical fluid technologies as SFC and SFE. The theoretical aspects of separation to individual substances 
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from the complex mixtures by using chromatography columns in capillary columns supercritical fluid chroma-
tography (CCSFC) and packed columns supercritical fluid chromatography (PCSFP) are not sufficiently based 
up to present time. Especially it is a situation in the PCSFC where the maintenance of supercritical CO2 or other 
supercritical phase in packed column in the supercritical state is regulated by three important parameters. The 
parameters are: temperature, pressure and the molar concentration of the modifier. The concentration of modifi-
er can be zero. In this case there are two parameters which govern the process. The parameters for CO2 have 
been presented on the triple point diagram Figure 1, and they are governing the separation of substances in 
complex mixture under SFC process. The appearance of CO2 molecules (and (CO2)n molecules with analyte un-
der analysis) as clusters in the case could be predicted from the diagram in Figure 1, because the concentration 
of analyte in the system is negligibly small. However, the solubility of analyte in clusters is unknown. The more 
complicated situation is in the case of a presence of modifier, because the concentration of modifier can be sig-
nificant and the modifier can be by itself a complex mixture of substances. The theoretical background in the 
case is poorly described or absent. The CO2 is a common supercritical fluid for SFC.  

However, the other supercritical fluids including overheated water have been used in laboratories of Norwe-
gian Drug Control and Drug Discovery Institute (NDCDDI) AS, Norway. The supercritical properties of sub-
stances are presented in Table 1.  

The water dumps were used for centuries for extraction, the overheated water also can be used as supercritical 
fluid for SFE and SFC. 

The theoretical background for supporting the practical work in chromatography including presence of clus-
ters in these substances, which had been named in Table 1, is absent. The CO2 is a strong lipophilic dry phase 
and it is not polar. Sometime, there is technical need to use other lipophilic phases as n-butane or F6S or more 
polar phases as NH3 or N2O. 

 

 
Figure 1. The triple and critical points diagram for CO2. 
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Table 1. The supercritical properties of substances used in SFC. 

Substance Critical Temperature Critical Point Density Critical Pressure 

 ˚C g/mL atm 

CO2 31.3 0.47 72.9 

N2O 36.5 0.45 71.7 

F6S 45.6 0.74 37.1 

NH3 132.5 0.24 112.5 

n-butane 152.0 0.23 37.5 

H2O 374 0.32 217.7 

 
The parameters during isocratic SFC are stable and operator controls them. However, the pressure along the 

column’s length decreases from the inlet to the outlet, despite the presence of back-pressure regulator (BPR). In 
the case of gradient chromatography, there is a dynamic change of gradients as: modifier, pressure or tempera-
ture; or all of them. In this case all parameters: temperature, concentration of modifier in supercritical fluid and 
pressure are dynamically connected and they have influence on stability, concentration, type of clusters and so-
lubility of analyte in clusters as overall mass transference process. Despite the presence of BPR the supercritical 
state of mobile phase never can be achieved in the whole length of a column. The supercritical state of mobile 
phase can be achieved only in parts of a column. The usual and best operation scenario is the presence of a liq-
uid phase in the head of a column and a supercritical fluid phase in the rest of the column and may be in the de-
tector. The separation of chromatographic bonds in the column strongly depends on mass-transference between 
mobile phase and stationary phase and by pattern of flow in chromatographic column as the length correlation of 
the liquid fraction to the supercritical fraction in a column. It can also strongly depend from cluster dynamic in 
the process in whole column as well as in different parts of a column. Optimal condition of separation in the 
process can be achieved only by good knowledge about dynamic, nature and concentration of clusters in mobile 
liquid and supercritical phase. Because the theoretical description of this is absent up to the present time most of 
optimizing of chromatographic separation and extraction with supercritical fluids had been achieved by practical 
experimentation or approximations to the existing theories [17]-[19], the same is truth in parts for HPLC. All at-
tempts in direction to establish theoretical background for chromatography and extraction by taking to consider-
ation host-guest complexes and inclusion compounds of analyte by clusters in liquids is of great importance as 
development of new theoretical approach to clusters in gas, dense gasses, supercritical fluids, overheated fluids, 
fluids at standard stage and overheated fluids. 

3. Adducts or Clusters in Mass Spectrometry 
In cases of mass spectrometry interpretation in which the molecular mass ion of substance is not known or may 
be absent, or exists suspicion about correctness of M+ value to mass ion, the use of adducts and cluster mole-
cules for verification of molecular mass ion of the substance can be helpful. Multiple illustrations and examples, 
based on real experimental data, are informative and useful to professionals and students. The mass spectrum of 
Pholcodine, Pholcodine-N-oxide and 10-hydroxy-pholcodine with molecular mass 398, 414 and 414 can be 
supported in mass spectra by molecular mass ions though the use of adducts [20] with H, Na and K, Figure 2. 
The existence of different species with molecular mass 414 also has been supported by presence of K adducts. 
Especially it is important in elucidation case concerning presence of unknown substance in substrate (drug, nat-
ural product, clinical and forensic investigation or under experimental synthesis). It is also important for deci-
sion about presence of unrecorded before mass number isomers under degradation of substrate [20]. There are 
two substances appearing as oxidation products of a drug Pholcodine [20]. It is not always the mass molecular 
ion can be recorded in Mass Spectrum. The additional support about existence of correct recorded molecular 
mass ion can be gained [20] from presence of adducts. Adducts have been defined by The IUPAC in [21] or 
from presence of clusters as it has been defined by The IUPAC in [22]. The new IUPAC definition of clusters in 
Mass Spectrometry is: “An ion formed by the combination of more ions or atoms or molecules of a chemical 
species often in association with a second species. For example, [(H2O)nH]+ is a cluster ion” [22] gives basis to 
call [M+ metal ion]+ as a cluster instead of adduct. 
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Figure 2. The adducts by definition of [21] or clusters by definition of 
[22] of H, Na and K with pholcodine, pholcodine-N-oxide and 10- 
hydroxy-pholcodine [20]. 

 
In ultrasonic beams of He with addition of small organic molecules has been observed creation of cluster mo-

lecules. Rapid expansion of gas in ultrasonic beams as He added small organic molecules creates state of super 
cooling and loosing of kinetic energy. The clusters have been recorded by MS with supersonic molecular beams 
(MS with SMB). Clusters can be easily demonstrated during chromatography process GC-MS with SMB by ad-
dition to mobile gas phase He the modifier like methanol (MeOH) (unpublished results). 

4. The New Approach to Clusters in Nature and Technology 
In Nature many phenomena can be explained by presence in air, water and other liquids or solids of the fine 
structures as the clusters of molecules. Concentration and size of clusters depend on conditions present in the 
surrounding phase. In 1899 first time was expressed idea about artificially rain induced precipitation. The first 
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record about artificial precipitation of rain was in 1931 from the Netherlands [23]. This was achieved by intro-
duction into the cloud substances in a dispersed state. Substances were named as ice-forming agents. In natural 
super-cooled cloud, they gave additional centers of condensation in contact with moisture and precipitated as 
rain. Possibly the precipitated of rain by creating additional centers of condensation were the increased concen-
tration of water clusters and increased size of these clusters. The living cells’ protoplasm is a complex mixture 
of semisolid water consisting gel. In this gel water cluster molecules play significant functions, one of most im-
portant of them is ageing of gel by losing of clusters their aggregation structure and becoming as non-structured 
liquid. There are solid gels also, one of them is pearls. The fine dispersed water-calcium carbonate gel rich with 
clusters gives to pearls their beautiful half transparent glance. Destruction of this by dryness can transfer the 
beauty to chalklike substance. 

5. Conclusion 
The theoretical background of clusters’ behavior in different systems including the life organisms is in juvenile 
phase; however, it is important, fruitful and very needed for understanding the subject. We consist and live in 
world of water clusters; our existence can be significantly improved by understanding of this world. Water clus-
ters regulate ageing of gel in our cells, speed of chemical reactions in organelles, speed of nerve signals and 
many other phenomena. In technical perspectives understanding of clusters nature and existence (behavior) is 
important for extraction, chromatography and soil structuration, for many different materials and goods prepara-
tion. It is difficult to name the subject which occupies a broader spectrum of theoretical and practical applica-
tions than clusters and adducts. 
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